Benefits of the Repository

- Easy access to conference & SIG materials
- Option for peer-review of materials
- Preserve chapter & SIG materials in one central location
- Materials will be searchable through Google Scholar
- Easy submission of proposals for conferences

How to Get Your SIG Involved

We are still in the process of setting up our Bepress site. Once the site is live, we will reach out to SIGs in regards to submitting materials to the repository. In the meantime, if you have questions, you can send an email to the Open Access Repository Committee at:

OAR.ACRL.NEC@gmail.com

ACRL|NEC Open Access Repository Committee Members

Alan Witt, Chair
SUNY Geneseo

Karin Heffernan
Southern New Hampshire University

Lisa Palmer
University of Massachusetts Medical School

Laura Wilson
College of the Holy Cross
What is the ACRL|NEC Open Access Repository?

The forthcoming ACRL|NEC Open Access Repository will be a repository for materials presented at conferences under the ACRL|NEC umbrella.

It will be hosted on UMass Amherst’s Bepress site, giving your conference papers and presentations discoverability through Google Scholar. The repository will include both future materials and past materials that will be migrated from other storage venues.

Materials will be organized by conference and by SIG; each SIG will decide what level of editorial process they wish to impose on their contributions, up to and including full peer-review. This is an excellent opportunity to showcase the contributions to the profession made by ACRL|NEC’s constituency.